CEO of traffic organization announced installation of fiber board with different users. Emami said: increase in number of daily users of urban 8t either through public transpiration or private cars. Will make a greater need in traffic safety equipment in this regard organization design one of our major goals on the basis of this issue. He mentioned that in recent years with the use of world: knowledge we have tried our best to use most updated equipment. Fiber board can be noted as the most important ones. These boards with different usage are excellent supplement for reducing risks at nights. Emami continued: Initially this plan implemented as path exponent in black sports along highways like fast turns and after that it is installed as speed limit signs, speed limitation area signs to improve driver’s vision at night. He also said installation of these signs is running now with the assessment of experts and conducted survey, reports by public relation department of transportation traffic organization of Mashhad Municipality. At the end with pointing out on this issue that fiber board plays an important role in safety especially in accident-prone areas and urban streets at night, he said: right now, installing these boards is in our priority and need assessment of the streets is running.